We present a systematic exposition of the Lagrangian field theory for the massive spin-two field generated in higher-derivative gravity upon reduction to a second-order theory by means of the appropriate Legendre transformation. It has been noticed by various authors that this nonlinear field overcomes the well known inconsistency of the theory for a linear massive spin-two field interacting with Einstein's gravity. Starting from a Lagrangian quadratically depending on the Ricci tensor of the metric, we explore the two possible second-order pictures usually called "(Helmholtz-)Jordan frame" and "Einstein frame". In spite of their mathematical equivalence, the two frames have different structural properties: in Einstein frame, the spin-two field is minimally coupled to gravity, while in the other frame it is necessarily coupled to the curvature, without a separate kinetic term. We prove that the theory admits a unique and linearly stable ground state solution, and that the equations of motion are consistent, showing that these results can be obtained independently in either frame (each frame therefore provides a self-contained theory). The full equations of motion and the (variational) energy-momentum tensor for the spin-two field in Einstein frame are given, and a simple but nontrivial exact solution to these equations is found. The comparison of the energy-momentum tensors for the spin-two field in the two frames suggests that the Einstein frame is physically more acceptable. We point out that the energy-momentum tensor generated by the Lagrangian of the linearized theory is unrelated to the corresponding tensor of the full theory. It is then argued that the ghost-like nature of the nonlinear spin-two field, found long ago in the linear approximation, may not be so harmful to classical stability issues, as has been expected.
Introduction
A consistent theory of a gravitationally interacting spin-two field could not be developed until a significant progress was made in an apparently unrelated subject, i.e. higherderivative metric theories of gravity. It is well known that a single linear spin-two field cannot be consistently coupled to gravity. It is therefore a common belief that Nature avoids the consistency problem by simply not creating fundamental spin-two (nor higher spin) fields except gravity itself. Nevertheless the subject has remained fascinating over decades and some authors have studied various aspects of linear spin-two fields [1, 2, 3] , in particular their dynamics in Einstein spaces [4, 5] .
On the other hand, higher-derivative metric theories of gravity, where the Lagrangian is a scalar nonlinear function of the curvature tensor (hence in this paper they are named nonlinear gravity theories, NLG) have attracted much more attention. Most work was centered on quadratic theories, i.e. on Lagrangians being quadratic polynomials in the Ricci tensor and the curvature scalar [6, 7] , but several authors studied more general Lagrangians [8] . These theories turned out to be inadequate as candidates for foundations of quantum gravity since they are non-unitary, but recently play a role as effective field theories. What is more relevant here, it was found that their particle spectrum contains a massive spin-two field. The dynamics of this field can be described and investigated by recasting the fourth-order NLG theory into a standard nonlinear second-order Lagrangian field theory. The procedure entails a decomposition of the dynamical data, consisting of the metric fieldg µν and its derivatives up to the third order, into a set of independent fields describing the physical state by their values and their first derivatives only. In this peculiar sense, one may say that the single "unifying" fieldg µν is replaced by (or decomposed into) a multiplet of gravitational fields.
An adequate mathematical tool for this purpose is provided by a specific Legendre transformation [9, 10, 11] . Although the transformation has been known for more than a decade, it is not currently used in a systematic way. Instead, most papers on the nonlinear spin-two field have employed various ad hoc tricks adjusted to quadratic Lagrangians [12, 13, 14] (actually equivalent to the Legendre transformation for this particular case), but such approach does not allow one to fully exhibit the structure of the theory.
Although the Legendre transformation is essentially unique, the various fields of the resulting multiplet can be given different physical interpretations; the different choices are traditionally called "frames" 1 . In general, the original "Jordan frame" (JF; the name is borrowed from scalar-tensor theories) consisting of only the unifying metricg µν , can be transformed into frames including fields of definite spin in two ways. A first possibility is that the fieldg µν remains the spacetime metric, now carrying only two d.o.f., while the other degrees of freedom (previously carried by its higher derivatives) are encoded into auxiliary (massive) fields of definite spin: this is the Helmholtz-Jordan frame (HJF). Alternatively, one introduces (via an appropriate redefinition of the Legendre transformation) a new spacetime metric g µν , while the symmetric tensorg µν is decomposed into spin-2 and spin-0 fields, forming in this way the massive, non-geometric components of the gravitational multiplet; these variables form together the "Einstein frame" (EF). Both frames are dynamically equivalent and very similar on the level of the field equations: the equations of motion are second-order Lagrange field equations, and in each frame the corresponding spacetime metric satisfies Einstein's field equations 2 , thus the theory looks like ordinary general relativity, with the non-geometric components of the multiplet acting as specific matter fields. The two frames differ however in the action integral. In HJF the spin-0 and spin-2 fields are nonminimally coupled to gravity (to curvature) while there are no kinetic terms for those fields in the Lagrangian; only the metric has the standard Einstein-Hilbert LagrangianR(g). In consequence, propagation PDEs for the fields with spin zero and two arise from the action in a more involved way (through the variation of the metric tensor), so the theory in this frame cannot be obtained by minimal coupling to ordinary gravity of some additional fields already possessing a definite dynamics in a fixed background spacetime. Yet it is remarkable that in the EF variables the theory has fully standard form [9, 10] : one recovers the R(g) √ −g Lagrangian for the metric and universal kinetic terms for the spin-0 and spin-2 fields (independently of the form of the original Lagrangian L(g) in JF), only the potential part of the action being affected by the actual form of L(g). The EF variables are uniquely characterised by these features, while in HJF different ad hoc redefinitions of the variables can be intertwined with the Legendre transformation (the latter being itself sometimes disguised as a mere change of variables) [12, 13] .
Though matematically equivalent, the two frames are physically inequivalent; the difference is most clearly visible while defining the energy since the latter is very sensitive to redefinitions of the spacetime metric [15] . Both mathematical similarity to ordinary general relativity and physical arguments indicate that the EF is physical [15] : in HJF the energy-momentum tensor is unphysical, being linear in both non-geometric fields, while in EF the stress-energy tensor for the scalar field has the standard form and that for the spin-two field seems also more acceptable than in HJF.
Anyhow, in both frames NLG theories provide a consistent description of a selfgravitating massive spin-two field. The field is necessarily nonlinear and in quantum theory it is ghostlike. The latter defect is inferred from the fact that in the linearized theory the Lagrangian of the field appears with the sign opposite to that for linearized Einstein gravity [16] . This fact is interpreted in classical theory as related to the occur-rence of excitations with negative energy for the field, and in consequence as a signal of instability of the theory. However, in this paper we show (an incomplete proof was given previously in [13] ) that the ground state solution (vacuum) is classically stable at the linear level. This does not prove the stability of the vacuum state whenever nonlinear terms are taken into account: we stress, however, that all the above mentioned features usually advocated as signals of instability, are equally derived within the linear approximation. The problem of energy is more subtle: in HJF the variational energy-momentum tensor is evidently unphysical, while in EF the Lagrangian is highly nonlinear (not even polynomial), and we will show in sect.7 that the linear approximation tells rather little about the energy density of the exact theory. Hence, the massive spin-two field generated by NLG theories is still worth investigating in the framework of classical Lagrangian field theory.
Most previous works [12, 13, 14] were centered on the particle spectrum of the theory and dealt only with the action integrals, while less attention was paid to the field equations and the structure of the theory. The field equations in HJF were given in [13] , but these authors regarded the field equations in EF as extremely involved and thus intractable, they only studied the case where the spin-two field is assumed to be proportional to the metric tensor and thus can be described by a scalar function (its trace). In consequence, the dynamical consistency of the theory has always been taken for granted since the fourth-order equations in JF are consistent.
In the present paper we systematically investigate the nonlinear spin-two field generated by a NLG theory with a quadratic Lagrangian (1) in the framework of classical field theory, employing a Legendre transformation. As is well known, a spin-two field may be mathematically represented by tensor variables of different rank and symmetry properties [17, 2] . Any NLG theory generates in a natural way a representation of the field in terms of a symmetric, second rank tensor ψ µν = ψ νµ , and this representation will be employed in this work.
Although we study a concrete Lagrangian (this is motivated in sects. 2 and 3) we employ no tricks adjusted to it. The paper is self-contained and provides an (almost) full exposition of the subject. The first part describes the nonlinear spin-two and spinzero fields in HJF. The particle content in this frame is well known. The main new results shown here are:
• the field equations for the metric and the other two fields for any spacetime dimension d ≥ 4;
• the fact that dimension d = 4 is distinguished in that the scalar field is decoupled and can be easily removed from the theory (we do so in the rest of the paper since we are interested in the description of the spin-two field);
• the fact (sect. 3) that the resulting equations of motion for the spin-two field do not generate further constraints besides the five ensuring the purely spin-2 character of the field;
• the internal consistency of the theory in HJF, ensured by strong Noether conservation laws;
• the linear stability of the unique ground state solution representing flat spacetime and vanishing spin-two field, assessed by the fact that small perturbations form plane waves with constant amplitudes.
In sect. 4 we show that the two possible ways to obtain the massless limit of the spintwo field described in the previous section yield the same result, so the massless limit is well-defined and leads to the propagation equations for gravitational perturbations in a Ricci-flat spacetime.
The main thrust of the paper is its second part (sect.5 to 9), where we investigate the equations of motion in Einstein frame. Here most results are new.
• A generic presentation of the Lagrangian theory for the nonlinear spin-two field in Einstein frame is given in sect. 5: in order to better exhibit the structure of the theory in this frame, we consider a Lagrangian being an arbitrary function of the Ricci tensor of the original metric in JF. We explicitly give the equations of motion for the massive field in the generic case, an expression (highly nonlinear) for the full energy-momentum tensor T µν of the field and four differential constraints imposed on the field by its dynamics.
• This generic theory is then specialized in sect. 6 to the case of the particular Lagrangian of eq. (33) , which in HJF ensured that the scalar field drops out. The previous, generic equations produce in this case a fifth, algebraic constraint, which together with those already found ensures that also in EF the massive field has five degrees of freedom and is purely spin-two.
• A unique, linearly stable ground state solution is then found (without any simplifying assumptions); clearly it corresponds via the Legendre transformation to the ground state in HJF. The spin-two field is then redefined to make it vanish in this state (and in vacuum in general). It turns out that the consistency and hyperbolicity problems in this frame, investigated in sect. 7, are harder that in HJF and should be studied perturbatively; we study them in the linearized theory. The Lagrangian is computed in the lowest order (quadratic) approximation around the ground state solution to show the ghostlike character of the spin-two field. A detailed comparison is made with the theory of the linear spin-two field, and the fact that the energy-momentum tensor of the nonlinear theory is not approximated by the energy-momentum tensor derived from the Wentzel Lagrangian is fully explained.
• Finally, contrary to the common belief that the full (nonlinear) system of equations of motion in EF are intractably involved, in sect. 8 we give a simple but nontrivial solution to them.
Conclusions are in sect. 9, and Lagrange field equations and the energy-momentum tensor in EF for the redefined spin-two field as well as some other useful formulae are contained in Appendix.
2 Equations of motion for the gravitational multiplet in Helmholtz-Jordan frame
We will investigate dynamical structure and particle content of a nonlinear gravity (NLG) theory using Legendre transformation method [9, 10, 11] . The starting point is a d-dimensional manifold M, d ≥ 4 (later the dimensionality will be fixed to d = 4) endowed with a Lorentzian metricg µν . The inverse contravariant metric tensor will be denoted byg µν andg µαg αν = δ µ ν ; we introduce this nonstandard notation for further purposes. One need not viewg µν as a physical spacetime metric, actually whetherg µν or its "canonically conjugate" momentum is the measurable quantity determining all spacetime distances in physical world should be determined only after a careful examination of the physical content of the theory, rather than prescribed a priori. Formallyg µν plays both the role of a metric tensor on M and is a kind of unifying field which will be decomposed in a multiplet of fields with definite spins; pure gravity is described in terms of the fields with the metric being a component of the multiplet. In general dynamics forg µν is generated by a nonlinear Lagrangian density L √ −g = f (g µν ,R αβµν ) √ −g whereg ≡ det(g µν ) andR αβµν is the Riemann tensor forg µν ; f is any smooth (not necessarily analytic) scalar function. Except for Hilbert-Einstein and Euler-Poincaré topological invariant densities the resulting variational Lagrange equations are of fourth order. The Legendre transformation technique allows one to deal with fully generic Lagrangians; from the physical standpoint, however, there is no need to investigate complicate or generic Lagrangians. Firstly, in the bosonic sector of low energy field theory limit of string effective action one gets in the lowest approximation the HilbertEinstein Lagrangian plus terms quadratic in the curvature tensor. Secondly, to obtain an explicit form of field equations and to deal with them effectively one needs to invert the appropriate Legendre transformation and in a generic case this amounts to solving nonlinear matrix equations. Hindawi, Ovrut and Waldram [18] have given arguments that a generic NLG theory has eight degrees of freedom and the same particle spectrum as in the quadratic Lagrangian (1) below, the only known physical difference lies in the fact that in the generic case one expects multiple nontrival (i.e. different from flat spacetime) ground state solutions. This result can be also derived from the observation that after the Legendre transformation the kinetic terms in the resulting (Helmholtz) Lagrangian are universal, and only the potential terms keep the trace of the original nonlinear Lagrangian. If the latter is a polynomial of order higher than two in the curvature tensor, the Legendre map is only locally invertible and this leads to multivalued potentials, generating a ground state solution in each "branch"; yet the form of the potential could produce additional dynamical contraints, affecting the number of degrees of freedom, only in non-generic cases. The physically relevant Lagrangians in field theory depend quadratically on generalized velocities and then conjugate momenta are linear functions of the velocities. For both conceptual and practical purposes it is then sufficient to envisage a quadratic Lagrangian
In principle one should also include the termR αβµνR αβµν (in four dimensions it can be eliminated via Gauss-Bonnet theorem), but the presence of Weyl tensor causes troubles: although formally the Legendre transformation formalism works well there are problems with providing appropriate propagation equations for the conjugate momentum and with physical interpretation (particle content) of the field. We therefore suppress Weyl tensor in the Lagrangian. The Lagrangian cannot be purely quadratic: it is known from the case of restricted NLG theories (Lagrangian depends solely on the curvature scalar, L = f (R)) that the linear termR is essential [15] and we will see that the same holds for Lagrangians explicitly depending on Ricci tensorR µν . The coefficients a and b have dimension [length] 2 ; contrary to some claims in the literature there are no grounds to presume that they are of order (Planck length) 2 unless the Lagrangian (1) arises from a more fundamental theory (e.g. string theory) whereh is explicitly present. Otherwise in a pure gravity theory the only fundamental constants are c and G; then a and b need not be new fundamental constants, they are rather related to masses of the gravitational multiplet fields. Here we assume that the NLG theory with the Lagrangian (1) is an independent one, i.e. it inherits no features or relationships from a possible more fundamental theory.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, in the Legendre transformation one replaces the higher derivatives of the fieldg µν by additional fields. In this section we assume that the original fieldg µν keeps the role of the physical spacetime metric, and the selfgravitating spin-two field originates from the "conjugate momenta" tog µν .
We recall that for a second-order Lagrangian such as (1) one should properly choose the quantities to be taken as generalized velocities to define, via a Legendre map, conjugate momenta [11] . One cannot, for instance, use the partial derivativesg µν,αβ as generalized velocities since for covariant Lagrangians, e.g. (1), the Legendre map cannot be inverted: the Hessian, being the determinant of a 100 × 100 matrix, vanishes,
General covariance indicates which linear combinations ofg µν,αβ can be used as the velocities, i.e. with respect to which combinations the Lagrangian is regular (the Hessian does not vanish). Clearly this is Ricci tensorR µν . The explicit use of generally covariant quantities in this approach is supported by the Wald's theorem [19, 20] that only a generally covariant theory may be a consistent theory of a spin-two field. Following [11] , in order to decomposeg µν into fields with definite spins, one makes Legendre transformations of the Lagrangian (1) with respect to the two irreducible components of R µν : its traceR and the traceless partS µν . In terms ofS µν ≡R µν − 1 dRg µν ,S µνg µν = 0, the Lagrangian reads
one assumes ad + b = 0 and b = 0. One then defines a scalar and a tensor canonical momentum via corresponding Legendre transformations:
it is convenient to identify ∂L/∂R with χ + 1 rather than with χ alone. From (3):
hence fields χ and π µν are dimensionless and π µν is traceless, π µνg µν = 0. The new triplet of field variables {g µν , χ, π µν } defines the Helmholtz-Jordan Frame (HJF). Equations of motion for this frame arise as variational Lagrange equations from Helmholtz Lagrangian [21, 9, 10, 11] . First one constructs the Hamiltonian
expressed in terms ofg µν and the canonical momenta, it reads
here π µν =g µαgνβ π αβ ; all indices are raised and lowered with the aid ofg µν andg µν . Next one evaluates Helmholtz Lagrangian defined as
where the derivatives ∂L/∂R and ∂L/∂S µν are set equal to the canonical momenta χ + 1 and π µν respectively, while the "velocities"R andS µν explicitly depend on first and second derivatives ofg µν . In classical mechanics for a first order Lagrangian L(q,q) one has
i.e. L H is a scalar function on the tangent bundle to the cotangent bundle to the configuration space; L H does not depend onṗ. Similarly, in a field theory L H is independent of partial derivatives of canonical momenta. In classical mechnics the action L H dt gives rise, when varied with respect to p, to the equationq = ∂H/∂p, while varied with respect to q generates d dt
the latter equation is equivalent tȯ
Thus L H simultaneously generates both Hamilton and Lagrange equations of motion.
In the case of NLG theories one is interested in replacing the fourth order Lagrange equations by the equivalent second order Hamilton ones.
One sees that the linear Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian for the metric field is recovered. This means that Hamilton equations forg µν are not just second order ones of any kind but exactly Einstein field equations 3G µν =T µν (g, χ, π). The nonminimal coupling interaction terms χR and π µνS µν will cause thatT µν will depend on second derivatives of χ and π µν and will contain Ricci tensor. Since Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian for the metric field in general relativity is
, then L H = 2L g + 2L f , where L f is the Lagrangian for the non-geometric components of gravity, χ and π µν . The energymomentum tensor is then
Explicitly the equations δ δg µν L H = 0 read
here f ;α denotes the covariant derivative with respect tog µν and ∼ 2f =g µν f ;µν = f ;µ ;µ . As remarked aboveT µν more resembles the stress tensor for the conformally invariant scalar field [23, 24] than that for ordinary matter. The equations of motion for χ and π µν are purely algebraic and clearly coincide with (5),
These equations can be recast in the form of Einstein ones,
Comparison of eqs. (14) and (16) shows that for solutions there exists a simple linear expression for the stress tensor:
This relationship allows one to derive differential propagation equations for χ and π µν . Before doing it we simplify the expression (14) forT µν with the aid of (16) by replacing R µν by χ and π µν and making use of the Bianchi identity forG µν . The latter provides a first order constraint on χ and π µν ,
the constraint is already solved with respect to χ ,µ . Upon inserting (16) into the r.h.s. of (14) one gets
Equating the traceT µνg µν computed from (17) to the trace of (19) and applying (18) one arrives at a quasilinear equation of motion for χ,
The field χ is self-interacting and is coupled to π µν , the term π αβ π αβ acts as a source for χ. Eq. (20) is a Klein-Gordon equation with a potential and an external source. The mass of χ is
and may be of both signs depending on the parameters. To derive a propagation equation for π µν one replaces derivatives of χ in (19) by derivatives of π µν with the help of (18) . ThenT µν depends on χ via terms χπ µν and χ 2g µν ; the latter is eliminated with the aid of eq. (20) and the reappearing term ∼ 2χ is again removed employing (18) . The resulting expression forT µν , which contains terms χπ µν and χg µν , is set equal to the r.h.s. of eq. (17), then the terms χg µν cancel each other and finally one arrives at the following equation of motion for π µν ,
The triplet of gravitational fields is described by a coupled system of eqs. (16), (20) and (22) and the constraint (18) . The equations (20) and (22) are quasilinear and contain interaction and self-interaction terms which cannot be removed for dimensions d > 4.
Since for generic dimension the dynamics of the fields π µν and χ cannot be decoupled, one can obtain some information on the individual behaviour of each field by considering particular solutions in which only one of the two fields is excited. 
This shows that the mass of the tensor field is m
The four-dimensional case
Dimension four is clearly distinguished by the scalar field eq. (20) . Setting d = 4, one finds two relevant properties:
(i) both the self-interaction and the source in eq. (20) vanish and χ satisfies the linear Klein-Gordon equation
for 3a + b > 0 the mass is real,
We shall see below that this allows one to decouple completely the propagation equations for the fields π µν and χ;
(ii) furthermore, for 3a + b = 0 eq. (24) admits only one solution, χ = 0, so for this particular choice of coefficients the scalar field disappears from the theory: we shall exploit this fact in the next section to concentrate our investigation only on the spin-two field.
We stress that for d > 4 vanishing of the coefficient of ∼ 2χ in eq. (20) does not imply that that the scalar drops out. In fact, the equation gives rise to an algebraic relationship between the scalar and tensor fields,
which replaces a propagation equation for χ.
To prove the statements above, one starts from eq. (22), and for d = 4 one eliminates χ from the interaction term applying eq. (24): then ∼ 2χ is replaced by π αβ ;αβ with the help of (18) . Then the equations of motion for π µν read
The linear equation (24) for χ and quasilinear eq. (27) for π µν are decoupled. Equations (27) are linearly dependent since the trace (w.r.t.g µν ) vanishes identically, hence there are 9 algebraically independent equations (they satisfy also differential identities, see below).
For the special solution χ = 0 the differential constraint reads π µν ;ν = 0. Then eq. (27) reduces to
and the mass of the field is the same as in d > 4, i.e. m [16, 25] and [26] . The non-tachyon condition is then b < 0 and 3a + b > 0 [7] .
This condition shows that theR 2 term in the Lagrangian (1) is essential. In fact, if this term is absent and the Lagrangian reads L =R + bR µνR µν , then (for dimensionality four)G
and
The two fields have masses m 2 χ = 1/(2b) and m 2 π = −1/b and one of them is necessarily a tachyon. It is worth noting that in the case of restricted NLG theories, i.e. L = f (R), the aR 2 term is also essential in the Taylor expansion of the Lagrangian: for a > 0 Minkowski space is stable as the ground state solution of the theory, while for a < 0 it is classically unstable and for a = 0 the solution may be unstable or stable [15] .
Finally we show that all nine algebraically independent equations (27) are hyperbolic propagation equations for π µν and they contain no constraint equations. To this end one replaces π µν ;ν by χ ,µ with the aid of (18) and one arrives at the following equations:
In this form the hyperbolicity of all the equations is evident.
3 The spin-2 field in the gravitational doublet in Helmholtz-Jordan frame
We have seen in the previous section that the generic quadratic Lagrangian (1), subject only to the non-tachyon condition b < 0 and 3a + b > 0, describes a triplet of gravitational fields, HJF= {g µν , χ, π µν }, where the nongeometric fields in the triplet represent (on the quantum-mechanical level) interacting particles with positive masses. It has long been known that the theory (1) has 8 degrees of freedom [25, 27, 28, 29] . As it was first found in the linear approximation [16] and then in the exact theory [13, 12] , these degrees of freedom are carried by a massless spin-2 field (graviton, 2 degrees of freedom), a massive spin-2 field (5 d.o.f.) and a massive scalar field.
We are interested in the dynamics and physical properties of the massive spin-2 field. In this context, the scalar is undesirable and its presence only makes the system of the equations of motion more involved. One can get rid of the unwanted scalar by a proper choice of the coefficients in the original Lagrangian. As mentioned previously, for 3a + b = 0 eq. (24) has only one trivial solution 4 χ = 0. We therefore restrict our further study to the special Lagrangian
and denote m 2 ≡ (3a) −1 assuming a > 0. As it was noticed in [16, 13] this Lagrangian can be neatly expressed in terms of Weyl tensor,
where L GB =R αβµνR αβµν − 4R µνR µν +R 2 , the Gauss-Bonnet term, is a total divergence in four dimensions.
One formally repeats the operations of the previous section and replaces the expressions (15) to (19) 
respectively. The scalar field is still present in these equations. However the trace of eq. (37) isT µνg µν = 0 while the trace of eq. (36) yieldsT µνg µν = −6m 2 χ. Then χ = 0 and the scalar drops out from the theory. Although the scalar field vanishes one cannot, however, remove it from the Lagrangian in HJF unless one imposes the constraint R = 0 already on the level of the initial Lagrangian in HF. It is more convenient to deal with Lagrangians containing no Lagrange multipliers and therefore the auxiliary nondynamic (i.e. having no physical degrees of freedom) scalar χ remains in the Helmholtz Lagrangian (12) which now reads
The system of field equations for the gravitational doublet HJF={g µν , π µν }, having together seven degrees of freedom, consists of Einstein field equations,
and quasilinear hyperbolic propagation equations for π µν ,
It should be stressed that, as is clearly seen from the method of deriving eqs. (20) and (22), the eqs. (39) and (40) are not simply the variational equations δL H /δg µν = 0 and δL H /δπ µν = 0 with the substitutions χ = 0 andR = 0. The field π µν satisfies 5 constraints, π µνg µν = 0 and π µν ;ν = 0. Notice that the field equations give rise to no further constraints. In fact, the trace of (40) and divergence of (39) vanish identically if the constraints hold. A possible source of a further constraint is divergence of eq. (40) . It may be shown by a direct calculation that if the equations (39) and (40) hold throughout the spacetime and if the five constraints are satisfied everywhere, then divergence of eq. (40) vanishes identically. This confirms the previous result [16, 25, 26, 12, 13, 7] that this field has spin two without any admixture of lower spin fields.
We now investigate the internal consistency of the theory based on eqs. (39) and (40) . It is well known [17, 30, 29 ] that a linear spin-two field Φ µν , massive or massless, has inconsistent dynamics in the presence of gravitation since in a curved non-empty spacetime the field loses the degrees of freedom it had in flat spacetime and the five conditions which ensured there its purely spin-2 character, Φ µν η µν = 0 = Φ µν ,ν , are replaced by four differential constraints imposed on the field and Ricci tensor 5 . Here we are dealing with the nonlinear spin-2 field π µν and one expects that this field is consistent. This expectation follows from the dynamical equivalence of the Helmholtz Lagrangian (38) to the purely metric Lagrangian (33) of the fourth-order theory and the latter one (as well as any other NLG theory with a Lagrangian being any smooth scalar function of the curvature tensor) is known to be consistent. However the spin-2 field theory in HJF should be a self-contained one and one should show its consistency without invoking its equivalent fourth-order version.
We first notice a difference in the structures of the theories for the linear and nonlinear spin-two fields. For the linear field Φ µν in Minkowski space one first derives (quite involved) Lagrange field equations and then either by employing the gauge invariance (for the massless field) or by taking the trace and divergence of the field equations for the massive one, one derives the five constraints Φ µν η µν = 0 = Φ µν ,ν . The method does not work in a generic curved spacetime [17] . For the nonlinear field π µν the tracelessness is a direct consequence of the tracelessness ofS µν and of the field eq. (15), which now reads (in terms of
in the Helmholtz Lagrangian (38) it is not assumed that π µν has vanishing trace. After eliminating the scalar field one getsR = 0 and the other four constraints π µν ;ν = 0 and the algebraic equation for π µν reduces to
while the Einstein field equations forg µν are
whereT µν is given by eq. (37) for χ = 0. Hence the constraints ensuring that π µν has 5 degrees of freedom hold whenever the field equations hold. Clearly the system (42)- (43) is equivalent to the system (39)- (40) but the former is more convenient for studying the consistency of the equations. To this end one employs the coordinate invariance of the action integral [30] . Under an infinitesimal coordinate transformation x ′µ = x µ + ε µ (x), |ε µ | ≪ 1, the metric and the spin-2 field vary as δg µν = 2ε (µ;ν) and
here L is the Lie derivative. The action integral
is generally covariant, therefore it is invariant under the transformation
where
− 3m 2 χ and δχ = −ε µ χ ,µ . Thus the coordinate invariance implies a strong Noether conservation law
Now assume that the field equations F = 0 and E µν = 0 hold. Then also E µα;β = 0 holds and the identity reduces toT µν ;ν = 0. This is a consistency condition for Einstein field equations (43) . Divergence ofT µν should vanish due to the system of field equations and constraints without giving rise to further independent constraints. By a direct calculation one proves the following proposition: if the field equations χ = 0 and (42) and the five constraints π µνg µν = 0 = π µν ;ν hold throughout the spacetime, then the stress tensor given by eq. (37) is divergenceless,T µν ;ν ≡ 0. This shows that the system (42)- (43) is consistent.
Owing to the tracelessness of π µν there is only one ground state solution for the system (39)-(40) [13, 18] (i.e. the spacetime is maximally symmetric and π µν is covariantly constant). This is Minkowski space,g µν = η µν and π µν = 0. This state is linearly stable since small metric perturbationsg µν = η µν + h µν and excitations of π µν around π µν = 0 can be expanded into plane waves h µν = π µν = p µν exp(ik α x α ) with a constant wave vector k α , k α k α = −m 2 and a constant wave amplitude p µν satisfying p µν η µν = 0 = p µν k ν .
Massless spin-two field in HJF
The massive spin-2 field π µν has a finite range with the length scale m −1 . According to the principle of physical continuity [29] as the mass tends to zero, the long-range force mediated by π µν should have a smooth limit and in this limit it should coincide with the strictly infinite-range theory. We therefore consider two cases: first the exactly massless theory resulting from the Helmholtz Lagrangian for m = 0 and then the field equations of the previous section in the limit m → 0.
After setting m = 0 in eq. (38) it is convenient to express the resulting Lagrangian in terms of Einstein tensorG µν =S µν − 1 4Rg µν and the trace of the spin-2 field, π = π µνg µν . One gets
Owing to the Bianchi identity this Lagrangian is invariant under the gauge transformation
with arbitrary vector ε µ6 . The scalar χ+ 1 4 π is gauge invariant. We notice that the scalar χ cannot be removed already on the level of the Lagrangian L H since it would break the gauge invariance. Moreover the term χR in L H is essential to obtain appropriate field equations. Hence in this approach the scalar cannot be eliminated by using the first principles. One can only set χ = 0 in a specific gauge. The field equations are
which implyR µν = 0. It is clear that unlike in the massive case now one cannot recover the original fourth-order Lagrangian (1) since the two fields are here unrelated to Ricci tensor. The fields χ and π µν do not interact with the metricg µν which acts as an empty-spacetime background metric. This suggests in turn that the two components of the gravitational triplet are test fields on the metric background, e.g. some excitations, and one may expect that they satisfy linear equations of motion. Variation of L H with respect to the metric yields Einstein field equations which are reduced in comparison to eq. (14),
the last equality follows fromR µν = 0. The scalar field χ does not appear here in the combination χ + 1 4 π as in the Helmholtz Lagrangian since upon varying with respect to the metricg µν one has δχ = 0 while δπ = π µν δg µν (π µν is a fundamental field, i.e. is independent of the metric).
The harmonic gauge condition π µν ;ν = 0 is most convenient and the field equations for χ and π µν simplify (upon employingR µν = 0) tõ
Their trace provides an equation for χ,
The harmonic gauge condition does not fix the gauge uniquely and the remaining gauge freedom is generated by any vector ε µ satisfying the equation
The scalar function 6χ + π is not gauge invariant and under the transformation (49) varies as 6χ
The trace of these equations vanishes identically, hence there are 9 algebraically independent equations. The scalar π is still present in (54) and π µν is subject to four constraints, thus it represents 6 degrees of freedom.
In this gauge one can take a special solution where the nondynamic field χ is zero. Then π = 0 too and the field π µν is subject to
and the five constraints π µν ;ν = 0 = π, hence it has a definite spin equal two. It may be shown that eqs. (55) do not generate further constraints since their divergence vanishes identically providedR µν = 0 and π µν ;ν = 0. Secondly, one takes the limit m → 0 in the equations of motion (39) and (40) . Since the scalar χ has already been eliminated, the resulting field equations,R µν = 0 and (55), represent the full set of solutions rather than a special class; the five constraints hold.
In both cases the linear spin-2 field π µν is dynamically equivalent to gravitational perturbations of the background empty-spacetime metric,R µν (g) = 0. If the perturbed metric isg µν +h µν , then on the level of the field equations and in the traceless-transversal gauge one can identify h µν with π µν . In this sense the theory for a massless spin-2 field π µν resulting from the Lagrangian (33) is trivial. Yet [13] claim that from the form of their Lagrangian for the field, which is very similar to (48) , one can infer that the field is ghostlike. Since both Lagrangians in HJF have no kinetic terms, this conclusion can be reliably derived only in Einstein frame and this will be done in Sect.7.
Equations of motion for the gravitational doublet in Einstein frame: a generic Lagrangian
We have seen that the multiplet of fields forming HJF, in which the unifying fieldg µν was decomposed, is suitable for investigating the dynamical evolution, consistency and particle content of the theory. This, however, does not imply that the fields of this frame are truly physical variables. The problem of physical variables first appeared for a system of a scalar field interacting with gravity, since in this system one can make arbitrary redefinitions (see [15] and references therein). Following [15] we say that different formulations (employing different frames) of a theory provide various versions of the same theory if the frames are dynamically equivalent. Dynamical equivalence means that Lagrange equations of motion in different frames are equivalent while their action integral are, in general, unrelated; in classical field theory this is sufficient to regard these frames as various manifestations of one theory. Recently is has been shown that the two most important frames, JF and EF, are equivalent not only in the above classical sense: in the quantum context the path integral for the Lagrangian (1) in JF is equal to the path integral in EF for Einstein gravity coupled to a massive spin-2 field and a massive scalar [14] . In both frames many physical quantities are the same, e.g. for black holes all the thermodynamical dynamical variables do not alter under a suitable Legendre map [33] and the Zeroth Law and the Second Law of black hole thermodynamics are proved in EF [34] (it is worth noticing that the proof works provided the coefficient of the R 2 term in the Lagrangian in JF is positive). It is not quite clear whether the latter proof and many other computations mentioned in [15] mean that EF is the physical frame or merely show that it is computationally advantageous. The physical frame is distinguished among all possible dynamically equivalent ones in a rather subtle way: its field variables are operationally measurable and field excitations above the stable ground state solution have positive energy density (or satisfy the dominant energy condition). In the case of a scalar field appearing in scalar-tensor gravity theories or arising in the restricted NLG theories this criterion uniquely points to the physical variables (frame): the physical spacetime metric is conformally related (by a degenerate Legendre transformation) to the metric field of Jordan frame in which the theory has been originally formulated [15] , and coincides with the EF metric. We emphasize that energy density is very sensitive to field redefinitions and thus is a good indicator of which variables are physical. In this sense the energy-momentum tensor for the spin-2 field, eq. (39), being just proportional to π µν , is unphysical 7 . In fact, in absence of any empirical evidence regarding energy density for spin-2 particles, one may invoke analogy with a scalar field.
Though a scalar field also has not been observed yet, it is generally accepted that its energy-momentum tensor should be purely quadratic in the field derivatives and no linear terms may appear (in the kinetic part). For any long-range scalar field the presence of such linear terms would cause difficulties in determining its total energy. Given any test scalar field Φ in an empty spacetime (R µν (g) = 0) one can take the tensor θ µν = Φ ;µν − g µν 2Φ, which is trivially conserved and dominates in the effective energy-momentum tensor at large distances and hence affects the total energy [35] . The degenerate Legendre transformation to the Einstein frame in scalar-tensor gravity and restricted NLG theories removes all linear terms and provides a fully acceptable expression for the scalar field energy density.
We therefore study now the other, more sophisticated way of decomposingg µν into a multiplet of fields by means of a Legendre transformation. We regard this transformation as a transition to the physical frame. We shall see that this transformation does not guarantee that the spin-2 field has positive energy density. Maybe the criterion for physical variables should be relaxed in the case of this field. In any case the new variables seem to be more physical than those in HJF. One generates the physical spacetime metric g µν fromg µν while the latter is viewed as a non-geometric component of gravity. It is useful and instructive to take at the outset the fully generic Lagrangian L = f (g µν ,R αβ ) and only later to specify it to the form (33). According to [9] and [10] the true spacetime metric is defined as
whereg = det(g µν ), g = det(g µν ) and g µν is the inverse of g µν , g µα g αν = δ µ ν . To view g µν as a spacetime metric one assumes that det(∂f /∂R αβ ) = 0. From now on all tensor indices will be raised and lowered with the aid of this metric. At this point, to make the following equations more readable, we alter our notation and denote the original tensor fieldg µν by ψ µν and its inverseg µν by γ µν . The Legendre transformation (56) is a map of the metric manifold (M, ψ µν ) to another one, (M, g µν ). We will not consider here the hard problem of whether the transformation is globally invertible 9 ; we assume that the map is regular in some neighbourhood of a ground state solution. The fields g µν and ψ µν will be referred to as Einstein frame, EF ={g µν , ψ µν }. For the generic Lagrangian ψ µν is actually a mixture of fields carrying spin two and zero. Notice that for f as in (1),
hence for ψ µν being Lorentzian and close to Minkowski metric, g µν is also Lorentzian and close to flat metric (and thus invertible). This shows the importance of the linear term in (1). Furthermore, in the limit m π → ∞, i.e. b → 0, the spin-2 field π µν becomes a non-dynamic one since it is determined in terms of χ and ψ µν by an algebraic equation,
(π µν = 0 in the linear approximation.) Then (57) is reduced to the conformal rescaling of the metric [36] (for more references cf. [15] ) being the degenerate Legendre transformation [9, 10] ,
As mentioned above, for a restricted NLG theory, L = f (R), Einstein frame is the physical one.
For the time being we investigate the generic Lagrangian. We shall use a tensor being the difference of the two Christoffel connections, [9, 13] ,
hereafter ∇ α T ≡ T ;α denotes the covariant derivative of any T with respect to the physical metric g µν . For any two metric tensors (not necessarily related by a transformation) the following identity holds for their curvatures [9] ,
This "curvature difference tensor" for Q satisfies K α αµν (ψ, g) = 0 and generates a "Ricci difference tensor"
since Q α αµ;ν = Q α αν;µ , and a "curvature difference scalar"
Second order field equations in EF are generated by a Helmholtz Lagrangian [9, 10] . First one inverts the relationship (56), i.e. solves it with respect to Ricci tensor, R µν (ψ αβ , ∂ψ αβ , ∂ 2 ψ αβ ) = r µν (g αβ , ψ αβ ). The functions r µν do not contain derivatives of g αβ and ψ αβ . A unique solution exists providing that the Hessian
This means that f must explicitly depend (at least quadratically) onR µν and not only onR. It is here that the assumption that the original Lagrangian is at most quadratic is of practical importance. Next one constructs the Hamiltonian density (it is more convenient to use at this point scalar densities than pure scalars)
and then a Helmholtz Lagrangian density,
From (62) 
f (ψ µν , r αβ (g, ψ)) .
It is remarkable [9, 10] that in EF the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian for the spacetime metric is recovered and the kinetic part of the Lagrangian for ψ µν is universal, i.e. is independent of the choice of the scalar function f . The only reminiscence of the original Lagrangian L in JF is contained in the potential part of L H . It was far from being obvious that it is possible to define the physical metric in such a way that the gravitational part of L H is exactly R(g). In this sense Einstein general relativity is a universal Hamiltonian image (under the Legendre map) of any NLG theory. The total divergence appearing in eq. (63) may be discarded and the kinetic Lagrangian for ψ µν reads
what ensures that Lagrange equations of motion will be of second order. The proof that L H in EF is dynamically equivalent to L in JF is given in [10] and [9] . As in HJF we write
being the Lagrangian for ψ µν . This Lagrangian was found in a different way in [13] and [14] for a different decomposition of the original metric ψ µν .
Equations of motion for the metric are Einstein ones, G µν (g) = T µν (g, ψ) where as usual
However finding out T µν directly from L M requires a very long computation. To compute the dependence of T µν on the dynamical variables for solutions one can use an alternative derivation. The fundamental differential relation between the two metrics,R µν (ψ αβ ) = r µν (g αβ , ψ αβ ), which represents the inverse Legendre map and is recovered in EF as one of the Euler-Lagrange equations, is inserted in eq.(62) giving rise to R µν (g) = r µν −K µν . Next, one takes into account that for solutions the variational energy-momentum tensor (or stress tensor) T µν should be equal to the Einstein tensor,
The second equality becomes an identity upon insertion of the Legendre map. It may be verified that this expression coincides with that arising from the definition of the stress tensor, hence it is valid not only for solutions. As a consequence, the Einstein field equations turn into an identity when g µν and ψ µν are related by the Legendre transformation (56). From the Lagrange equations of motion for ψ µν (see below) it will be evident that the use of the equations does not simplify the formula for T µν . Since Q α µν contains γ µν , the energy-momentum tensor is a highly nonlinear function of ψ µν ; in general it also comprises linear terms. The presence of second order derivatives of ψ µν in T µν means that the energy density is not determined by initial data on a Cauchy surface. This is a generic feature of the stress tensors for vector and tensor fields: the vector gauge fields (represented by one-forms) and scalar fields are the only exceptions. 
These constitute four differential constraints on ψ µν ; they are independent of the equations of motion for the field.
The Lagrange equations of motion are derived in the standard way in a simple but long and strenuous computation. These read
where M µν (∇ψ) denotes the kinetic part of the equations comprising all derivative terms and P µν is the potential part,
The kinetic part is universal while P µν explicitly depends on f and r αβ . At first sight these equations seem intractably complicated but we shall see that for the special Lagrangian (33) they may be simplified and some interesting information can be extracted as well as a simple solution can be found.
Since in general ψ µν is a mixture of spin-0 and spin-2 fields, there are only four constraints (70). Only after extracting and removing the scalar field one can derive a fifth constraint. In the case of the linear massive spin-2 field in flat spacetime the fifth constraint is generated by the trace of the equations of motion [17] and something analogous occurs in the present case though the procedure is more involved. The trace E µν g µν = 0 is a second order equation while that with respect to ψ µν is (after many manipulations)
τ γ αβ ψ αβ;µ and τ ≡ g µν ψ µν . We will see in the next section that J µ vanishes in the particular case (33) , inducing an additional constraint.
Constraints and the ground state solution in EF
From now on we restrict our study to the special quadratic Lagrangian (33) and expect that ψ µν will turn out to be a massive purely spin-2 non-geometric component of the gravitational doublet. The Legendre transformation (57) takes the form
with
Inverting this transformation one gets
The Lagrangian (68) reads now
Its potential part generates the potential piece of the equations of motion (71),
with the trace
Inserting r µν from eq. (75) into the constraints (70) and employing an identity valid for any two nonsingular symmetric tensors ψ µν and g µν ,
one arrives at J µ = 0 for J µ appearing in eq. (73). The constraints J µ = 0, which are equivalent to (70), hold independently of the equations of motion. Assuming that the equations E µν = 0 hold one gets from (73) that E µν ψ µν = 0 = −P µν ψ µν and this implies that τ = 4A orR(ψ) = 0. Vanishing ofR is evident from Einstein field equations (39) in HJF. Next inserting A = τ /4 in (78) and simplifying the resulting equation by means of J µ = 0 one gets four differential constraints
Together with the algebraic constraint τ = 4A they form five constraints imposed on ψ µν ensuring that the field has exactly five degrees of freedom and carries spin two. As in HJF, the gravitational doublet consists of spin-two fields, a massless (the metric) and a massive one [12, 7, 13, 14] , clearly its mass is the same in both frames.
The algebraic constraint reduces (75) and (77) to
Now one can find a simple relationship between the massive fields in both the frames. π µν as a function of the EF variables is (from (74) and (39))
we stress that γ µν is the inverse matrix to ψ µν and all indices (including these at ψ µν ) are shifted with the aid of g µν .
By definition ψ µν is a nonsingular matrix and as such it is not the most suitable description of a classical field which should vanish in a ground state. A field redefinition is required. To this aim we first determine a ground state solution. In flat spacetime a ground state solution (vacuum) is Lorentz invariant, in a curvd one it should be covariantly constant, ψ αβ;µ = 0. This implies
The equations E µν = 0 reduce for this solution to P µν = 0 and these read
By inserting (84) into (81) one finds
and the energy-momentum tensor is reduced to its potential part equal to T µν = −Cg µν . The ground state spacetime satisfies G µν = −Cg µν and should be maximally symmetric, i.e. Minkowski, dS or AdS depending on the sign of C. Usually for a classical field its stress T µν vanishes in the ground state; for ψ µν this amounts to τ 2 = 4ψ αβ ψ αβ and r µν = 0. Multiplying (81) by γ νσ one gets ψ µν = 1 4 τ g µν and g µν = η µν . Then A = (τ /4) 2 and the constraint τ = 4A yields τ = 4 as τ and A cannot vanish. Finally the ground state solution is g µν = η µν = ψ µν . Next assume that C = 0 and the spacetime is dS or AdS. Any covariantly constant ψ µν can be written as ψ µν = 1 4 τ g µν +φ µν with τ = const, g µν φ µν = 0 and φ µν;α = 0. Inserting the Riemann tensor for these two spacetimes into the identity R σ αµν φ σβ + R σ βµν φ σα = 0 which follows from Ricci identity for a covariantly constant φ µν , one finds φ µν = 0 -dS and AdS do not admit a traceless covariantly constant φ µν . Thus we have shown that the theory in EF has a unique ground state solution g µν = η µν = ψ µν . This result was previously found in [13] under the simplifying assumption that the spin-two field is proportional to the metric g µν ; the proof here is generic. Of course there are many Einstein spaces in which ψ µν;α = 0, e.g. setting ψ µν = g µν one gets R µν (g) = 0 and conversely, for ψ µν;α = 0 and R µν = 0 the only solution is ψ µν = g µν . However these spacetimes are not maximally symmetric and cannot be regarded as ground state solutions.
Hindawi et al. [13] have shown stability of the ground state solution against restricted scalar perturbations of the field ψ µν . However to prove stability of the solution one should show either that arbitrary tensor excitations of the field do not grow in time, or equivalently that these generic fluctuations have positive energy density. The second way is impractical taking into account the complexity of the stress tensor (69): we will return to the problem of energy density for small excitations in a forthcoming paper. The ground state solution is mapped by the Legendre transformation (56) onto the ψ µν = η µν and π µν = 0 solution in HJF (sect. 3). The plane-wave perturbations of the solution in HJF can be transformed with the aid of the map (82) onto similar perturbations in EF showing the linear stability of the vacuum in the latter frame.
The massive spin-2 field should be described as an excitation above the ground state. In order to have a covariant description one makes a redefinition ψ µν ≡ g µν + Φ µν and assumes that the gravitational doublet is EF={g µν , Φ µν } 10 . In terms of Φ µν one has
furthermore τ = Φ + 4 and the constraints read
The field equations explicitly expressed in terms of Φ µν are given in Appendix.
Internal structure of the theory in EF
Consistency of the field equations in EF follows from the consistency in HJF and dynamical equivalence of the two frames. Alternatively, one can prove it directly in EF using, as previously, the coordinate invariance. Now the proof is slightly different. Under an infinitesimal transformation x ′µ = x µ + ε µ one finds δΦ µν = 2η (µ;ν) + 2ε α Ω µν α , where η µ ≡ −Φ µα ε α and Ω µν α ≡ 
The energy-momentum tensor has a purely geometric origin, i.e. settingR µν = r µν in (69) one gets T µν = G µν , thus its divergence always vanishes, T µν ;ν = 0. Consistency then requires that E αβ ;β = 0 identically if E αβ = 0 and the five constraints hold in the spacetime. However eqs. (71) are too complicated to allow for a direct check of the identity. This will be done in a subsequent paper in a perturbative analysis about the ground state solution up to the second order.
Also the problem of whether the Lagrange equations for Φ µν are all hyperbolic propagation ones is harder in this frame. Here one should distinguish between eqs. (71) and (102) since the latter arise from the former upon using the constraints. After long computations one finds that all eqs. (71) contain second time derivatives Φ µν,00 ; this is due to the nonlinearities. It is difficult to establish whether these equations are hyperbolic. We will return to the problem in a subsequent paper where it will be shown that up to the second order in an perturbation expansion these form a nondegenerate system of hyperbolic propagation equations (of Klein-Gordon type).
At present we investigate the structure of the linearized theory. Let a weak field Φ µν be the source of some metric g µν . One should not a priori assume that g µν is a fixed spacetime background for a small excitation Φ µν since T µν (g, Φ) may contain linear terms and the metric will then be affected by the excitations. The linearized form of eqs. (71) reads
here we have used A ≈ 1+ Now one should show that the constraints Φ = 0 = Φ µν ;ν (which for the moment will be referred to as secondary constraints) are preserved in time by the linear equations (89) and R µν (g) = 0. To this end one determines which equations of the system (88) are not propagation ones. Using the Gauss normal coordinates in which g 00 = −1 and g 0i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, one finds that the four equations E As a byproduct it has been shown that the trace and divergence of eqs. (89) vanish identically giving rise to no further constraints besides the five secondary ones. This shows that the linear theory is fully consistent. It should be stressed that this theory is not identical with that for the linear massive test spin-2 field in empty spacetime, [17, 30] , though both fields are subject to the same equations of motion, (89) and R µν = 0, and to the same constraints. In fact, for the linear Fierz-Pauli spin-2 field Ψ µν , it is known that all possible Lagrangians are equivalent (in flat spacetime) to the Wentzel Lagrangian
where Ψ ≡ η µν Ψ µν [37, 17, 30, 39, 40] . In contrast, the linearized theory for the field Φ µν above is not self-contained as a theory for a free spin-two field in a fixed background (in particular, it has not its own Lagrangian) and arises only as a limit case of the nonlinear theory based on the Helmholtz Lagrangian (66) and (76).
The difference is most easily seen while dealing with energy density. The Wentzel Lagrangian generates a quadratic stress tensor T W µν for the linear field [30, 40] , while in the linearized theory for Φ µν one finds that the lowest order terms of the expansion of the stress tensor are linear and vanish identically for solutions of the linearized field equations, while the quadratic part in the expansion of T µν (which is not presented here) does not coincide with T W µν . This fact seems surprising, but one has to keep in mind that T W µν is derived from L W by replacing the fixed metric η µν by a generic metric g µν and the ordinary derivatives with covariant ones, then taking the variational derivative with respect to g µν . In this derivation one regards the variation of the spin-two field to be zero, δ g Φ µν ≡ 0. On the contrary, when computing the stress tensor for the exact Lagrangian L M (68), one regards the field ψ µν as fundamental, δ g ψ µν ≡ 0, and since ψ µν ≡ g µν + Φ µν then δ g Φ µν = −δg µν . The fact that the spin-two field excitations are defined to vanish when ψ µν is equal to the actual spacetime metric g µν (and not to some fixed background metric, which would be physically objectionable and would also make the equations rather cumbersome) implies that the true stress tensor will contain both linear and quadratic terms not related to the Wentzel Lagrangian. Furthermore, even assuming δ g Φ µν = −δg µν while taking the variation of L W would not be enough to recover the quadratic terms of the true stress tensor, because the higher order terms in the expansion of L M do contribute to quadratic terms in the stress tensor. The case of the linearized theory for Φ µν clearly shows that in general the equations of motion alone are insufficient for determining an energy-momentum tensor for a given field [38] .
Finally we find the expression for the Helmholtz Lagrangian (66) and (76) in the lowest order approximation around the ground state solution g µν = η µν and Φ µν = 0 (where both metric and massive field perturbations are now taken into account). The metric and massive field excitations are g µν = η µν + ǫh µν and Φ µν = ǫϕ µν + ǫ 2 ξ µν . Expanding the gravitational part one finds R(g) √ −g ≈ ǫ 2 L W (h, 0) (the Wentzel Lagrangian is in fact known to coincide with the lowest-order expansion of the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian), and similarly for 2L M in eq. (76), so that up to a full divergence (some auxiliary expressions are given in Appendix)
Up to the second order the fields are decoupled (there are no interaction terms); also the field ξ µν is absent. In this way we have rederived the well known fact that in the linear approximation the massive spin-two field ϕ µν arising from a nonlinear gravity theory is a ghost field (a "poltergeist") [16, 25, 12, 14, 13, 18] (a full family of unphysical ghost fields appears in the linearized theory according to a different approach in [41] ). This outcome is inescapable since Wald [42] gave a generic argument that in any generally covariant theory of a number of consistently interacting spin-two fields at least one field is necessarily ghostlike. Thus consistency of gravitational interactions implies that the massive spin-two field produces states of negative norm in the state vector space of quantum theory.
Exact solutions in Einstein frame
The field equations (101-102) are fairly involved, nevertheless one may seek for nontrivial solutions. It is well known (cf. e.g. [16] ) that the corresponding fourth-order field equations for the metricg µν in JF admit solutionsR µν (g) = 0 which are trivial in the sense that they are vacuum solutions already in Einstein's general relativity. We therefore regard as nontrivial those solutions to eqs. (101-102) which after transforming back to JF yield nonvanishing Ricci tensor. A general method for seeking solutions is to investigate known classes of geometrically distinguished metrics depending on some arbitrary functions and check if they can satisfy Einstein field equations (101) for a suitably chosen field Φ µν . If solutions are not precluded (see below) one may attempt to solve the entire system (101-102). Clearly some simplifying assumptions regarding Φ µν are indispensable. It turns out that the constraints (86) are very stringent and one should solve them for a given class of Φ µν and g µν before dealing with the field equations.
A generic simplifying assumption is to represent the tensor Φ µν in terms of few scalar or vector functions. The simplest ansatz, that Φ µν is completely described by its trace,
Φg µν , is excluded by the constraints. In fact, the algebraic constraint (86) is then easily solved yielding Φ = −4 or Φ = 0. The first solution is excluded because it would correspond to vanishing of the original metric,g µν = 0, while the second is trivial (in the above sense) since for Φ µν = 0 one has R µν (g) =R µν (g) = 0.
A static spherically symmetric solution is not known. Then we consider the simpler case of a metric representing a plane-fronted gravitational wave with parallel rays (a pp wave) [43, 44] . Such waves are characterized by a null covariantly constant wave vector (ray) k µ , k µ k µ = 0 and k µ;ν = 0. First we assume that the spin-two field is of the form Φ µν = 2k (µ W ,ν) , where W is some scalar function, and it is null in the sense that Φ µν k ν = 0. The latter condition holds if k µ W ,µ = 0, what implies that the gradient W ,µ is either null and proportional to k µ , or it is spacelike and orthogonal to k µ . If we consider the spacelike case, W ,µ W ,µ > 0, we immediately get the trace Φ = 0 and then the algebraic constraint holds identically for any scalar W . The four differential constraints (86) reduce to the equation 2W = 0. Then one finds that the expression of the stress tensor becomes
which is traceless. However, it is known [44] that Ricci tensor for a pp wave is proportional to k µ k ν . This condition is met by T µν as in (92) only if W ,µ W ,µ = 0, contrary to our assumption.
The other possibility is Φ µν = w k µ k ν (which includes the special case of the previous ansatz where W ,µ = wk µ ). Once again Φ = 0 and the algebraic constraint becomes an identity. The field Φ µν is null by definition and the condition k µ w ,µ = 0 arises now from the differential cosntraints. The inverse matrix is γ µν = g µν − Φ µν , while
The energy-momentum tensor,
is admissible by the pp-wave metric; one then evaluates the Lagrange equations of motion (102): these reduce to one scalar equation
hence T µν = 0 and R µν = 0. We have arrived at a rather surprising result: although the spacetime is not empty since Φ µν = 0, the metric satisfies the vacuum field equations and the spin-two field necessarily behaves as a test matter and carries no energy. To elucidate it one takes into account that a pp-wave metric represents its own linear approximation around flat spacetime [43, 45, 46] : the inverse matrix g µν equals its linearized version and the exact Einstein equations become linear and coincide with the linearized Einstein tensor. In this case linearity of the equations of motion and the assumption that the presence of the massive field preserves the pp-wave form of the metric imply that the interaction of the metric with its source is quite restricted. In fact, Φ µν = w k µ k ν means that the massive field propagates in the same direction as the pp wave or that their momenta are parallel. In this situation the equations of motion and T µν are reduced to their linear parts. As we have seen in sect. 7, in the linearized theory T L µν = 0 by virtue of E L µν = 0 for any metric, not necessarily being a pp wave. To complete the solution one solves (96) for w. Writing the pp-wave metric as in [44] ds 2 = −2H(u, x, y)du 2 − 2du dv + dx 2 + dy 2 ,
where the hypersurfaces u =const are null and are wave-fronts and k µ = −∂ µ u, one finds 
0 are the usual Bessel and Hankel functions, while A n , B n , C n and D n (n = 0, . . . ∞) are arbitrary functions of the retarded time u.
It should be emphasized that the solution (95)- (99) is nontrivial in spite of R µν = 0. To show it one employs eq. (74); first its trace w.r. to ψ µν yieldsR = 0, then the transformation is reversed to giveR
The ray vector is defined by k µ = −∂ µ u and then k µ = g µν k ν = γ µν k ν , thus it is null in both metrics, g µν k µ k ν = γ µν k µ k ν = 0. This stems from the fact that ψ µν is a pp-wave metric too of the form (97), with the determining functionH(u, x, y) = H − 1 2 w. From (97) one gets R µν = k µ k ν 2H, where 2H reduces to the 2-dimensional Laplacian as in (98) and 2H = 0 for R µν = 0. In Jordan frame one has ∼ 2H = 2H and (100) follows. One checks directly that eq. (100) represents a solution of the fourth-order field equations. The ray vector is covariantly constant w.r. to ψ µν too,∇ µ k ν = 0, since this property is independent of the metric functions H andH.
Clearly in HJF Ricci tensor is also given by eq. (100). Then, according to (35) , π µν = w k µ k ν and its energy-momentum tensor is equal, by virtue of (36) , to Ricci tensor. At first sight it seems better than in EF because here a non-vanishing field carries a non-vanishing energy. However a stress tensor of the form (100) describes a flux of energy and momentum moving at light velocity, as e.g. for a plane monochromatic electromagnetic wave. This is not the case of a massive field (particle) of any spin. This stress tensor in HJF is misleading and in this sense the vanishing of T µν in EF is closer to reality. However it should be emphasized that this bizarre situation is due to the peculiar choice Φ µν = w k µ k ν . One should compare the stress tensors in both frames for more physical solutions.
Conclusions
A model for a massive spin-two field consistently interacting with Einstein's gravity is provided by a nonlinear gravity theory, in particular by its simplest version with a Lagrangian quadratic in the Ricci tensor. The consistency is achieved at the cost of introducing the nonlinearity. The model can be formulated as a second order Lagrangian field theory in many mathematically equivalent versions ("frames"). Among them two are distinguished: HJF and EF. In both frames the respective spacetime metric satisfies Einstein's field equations with the spin-two field acting as a matter source: this is in fact a result of the Legendre transformation, not of the choice of a particular frame.
Though the equations of motion in both frames are similar, the Lagrangian structure is different. While in EF the model has the standard form of classical field theory, in HJF the essential nonminimal coupling to curvature and the absence of a kinetic Lagrangian for the spin-two field indicate that the field should be viewed as a nongeometric member of the gravitational doublet (or triplet) rather that as ordinary matter.
The transformation between the two frames is akin (in a generalized sense) to the known canonical transformation of Hamiltonian mechanics which interchanges the roles of particles' positions and momenta, (q, p) → (−p, q). In a similar way, one cannot assume that both the old and the new variables have the same physical interpretation as measurable quantities: in most cases one set of variables is in this sense unphysical. It is well known that for a quadratic Lagrangian (1) the total gravitational energy (in JF) is indefinite [47, 48] and in HJF the energy-momentum tensor for the massive spin-two field is unphysical as being purely linear. Thus HJF is unphysical in both senses, while at least in the case of restricted NLG theories (L = f (R)) Einstein frame is physical since the positive energy theorem holds. Thus energy plays a crucial role in determining the physical (measurable) variables because energy density is qualitatively sensitive to the change of the spacetime metric between HJF and EF. Furthermore Einstein frame is advantageous in that it is unique while HJF is not.
It is not quite clear how harmful for classical nonlinear field theory is the fact that in the lowest order approximation the massive spin-two field is a ghost. The (exact) ground state solution is stable against linear perturbations. As regards energy, one cannot expect that the true expression for the energy-momentum tensor for the field (that in EF) is positive definite. That this is not the case follows from the existence of the solution found in sect. 8 for which T µν = 0. This energy-momentum tensor violates the commonly accepted postulate that T µν vanishes if and only if the matter field vanishes [22] . Nevertheless one may still regard this model as a viable theory for a massive spin-two field. To do justice to the model one should study it in the second-order approximation. This will be done in a forthcoming paper.
